2018 MPSSAA BOYS LACROSSE QUIZ #2 - ANSWERS
CALLS YOU JUST HATE TO MAKE, BUT ARE RULES NONETHELESS
1. B. - Take the ball away and notify the assigner, so that the AD can hopefully address this
before the next game.
2. C - While many ignore this rule, it is meant to be taken seriously and will be enforced for
State playoff games.
3. D - Again, this is a rule which will be enforced for State playoff games, especially since
Finals are streamed live.
4. D - This rule will be HIGHLY enforced in all State playoff games. Makes our jobs easier
next year and a state game is not the place to cheat.
5. D - Preventative officiating is always the preferred answer, so when possible, choose this.
6. D – Remember during flag down, slow whistle, any foul by offense kills the play and
only in the case of a personal (AFTER the flag) would both players serve, so “B” would
be inaccurate.
7. B - Primarily reserved for coach and very occasionally for player-to-player talk, where
unsportsmanlike would seem more appropriate. Remember, there are 3 ways to
administer a technical, conduct foul: a.) take away possession, b.) award possession, and
c.) give 30-second time serving penalty.
8. A - NFHS rules, while we may be somewhat lenient, do not allow a player or team to
simply run around for 3 minutes to “run the clock” until penalty time expires, unlike the
NCAA. Rule 6.20.1, SITUATION A, found on page #76 states that even when a team is
down a man, they must continue to attack the goal. The reason answers “C” and “D” are
wrong is that any time you BEGIN a period with both teams down a man, just like
NCAA, you must begin that period with a faceoff. It’s one of the VERY FEW times
where the flag down at the end of a period does NOT result in the offended team
retaining possession at the beginning of the next period. (Check it out Rule 4.31. on page
#32).
9. D - Remember, unless the next period begins at even strength (either full strength or both
teams down the same number of men), the flag denotes possession and the offended team
begins with possession. Apparently, we are occasionally messing that rule up.
10. D – The NFHS has recently brought to the State’s attention that there are manufacturers
out there who are supplying balls at a lower cost without meeting the necessary tests.
There seems to be some confusion between NFHS and NOCSAE, which NFHS says they
will clear up in next year’s rule book. Bottom line is for the ball to be legal, it must at
least have the NOCSAE seal on it.

